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So this is Earth.

So this is mankind’s home. 

I look, I look... 

I must have come to the wrong planet! 

It is so strange here...

 
SIGBJØRN OBSTFELDER, 1893

This is the earth? Then

I don’t belong here. 

LOUISE GLÜCK, 1992
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If  you feel terrible, try to remember a time

you really worried about cannibalism.

If  you can, I’m sorry. That makes me feel terrible.

If  you feel terrible, do not lie down. Go outside,

do something good for the world, but remember

that doing good things can sometimes be terrible. 

If  you feel terrible, stay up and watch a news story

about a man who kills a woman in a cheap hotel,

and imagine how terrible he must feel

when he tries to stuff her under the bed but can’t,
because there’s already a dead woman under there.

When I feel terrible, I try to joke about it.

My dad has a joke where he tells the hostess

his name is Mr. Pity and that he’ll be dining alone,

then sulks through the laughter when she calls out

Pity, party of  one. If  you feel terrible, it helps

to imagine bad things happening to other people.

After I got hit by a car, I spent days in bed moaning

Oh this is the most terrible thing that could happen

to somebody. When my friend Frances feels terrible,

she looks through a book of  tortured war prisoners.

When she showed it to me, I felt even more terrible,

but she had a point, so I changed my complaint to

IF YOU FEEL TERRIBLE
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This is the most terrible thing that could happen to me.

Try being selfish if  you feel terrible. Better yet,
try to feel as terrible as you possibly can.

If  you feel terrible and love feeling terrible,

you could be the most terrible-feeling person

in the world. If  you are, I will think of  you often.

I will imagine terrible feelings contorting out of  me

and into you. If  that makes you feel better, feel worse.
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I cannot shake this banana sadness.

 

I cannot stop lamenting their disease

and almost-guaranteed extinction

from a fungus. Did you know

there are banana scientists?

 

That once there was a banana

named Gros Michel,

and Gros Michel was a bigger

and tastier banana, but lo and behold

it got a disease (like our bananas will get,

in five or ten years) and Gros Michel died,
 

like all our bananas will die,

and no one seems to care.

 

Overcome by the lack of  concern

regarding terminal fungi

and the impending banana apocalypse,

I return home to mate my socks. 

 

My socks are lying in a basket

waiting for their other halves.

 

BANANA SADNESS
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I go to great lengths to find their match
and because of  this my socks are grateful.

 

There are people who refuse to buy non-identical socks

because mating them is hard, which to me

seems lazy. I have so many questions

for these people. My first question is,

When did you stop trying?

 

At the bank I stop to look at the painting

of  roosting white peacocks,

 

and wonder if  my natural affinity for birds
is compounded by my appreciation for painting,

 

and if  that makes these peacocks 

aesthetically superior to real peacocks.

 

The bank is made from limestone blocks.

Though it is not something we notice much,

millions of  tiny fossils encrust it.

 

I will spend my life trying to explain

what is crucial to me.
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Abecedarians, I just learned, were a sect of  Anabaptists who

believed human knowledge was worthless. They thought God

could enlighten them through ecstatic vision and showed

disdain for all worldly teaching, including the letters A B and C,  

earning the name ABC-darians. I hate Abecedarians. I hate disdain

for knowledge. I hate that there are books I will never read and

gods who will never bless me with ecstatic visions. I hate 

hating so much and yes that makes me hate myself. Desperation

is what bothers me about abecedarians—the poems, not the people—

just that sad clambering of  lines straining to hit the next letter— 

K? Then kill him! In Kansas! Put kerosene on the piano keys!—though   

luck might lead to some lovely language, let us be grateful for that.

Most abecedarians only care where you place a word physically,

not unlike in Scrabble, how autodefenestration (the act of  throwing

oneself  out a window) scores only 18 points, but a stock word  

placed on a blue square gets 56, like ax or the forever-bullshit 

qi. They distract me, abecedarians, whenever I hear someone

read one out loud. The whole poem I wait and wonder how they’ll

sneak in the X, hoping for something like xanthippe (an ill-

tempered woman) or xanthocarpous (bearing yellow fruit) but

usually it’s not so lovely: an X-shaped cross above a burial

vault (you may rest, mother, your body is gone) or so much

worse, imagined childhood xylophone or the much anticipated 

WHY I DO NOT WRITE ABECEDARIANS
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x-ray of  cloudy lungs. There is one abecedarian that I love 

(you must know it): Webster’s long and lovely lexicon. 

Zephyr, it says, zaftig. Let it end in ziggurat, zeugma, zymurgy.


